It is all being updated collectively and you will be
aware of this happening to you now continue, this
updating state of shifting energy within each.
Take this into you.”
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I am feeling to go within and my feeling is I am in a
craft looking down on land not familiar to me in my
country. It is earth-coloured, something like Uluru
in central Australia or it could also be to do with the
canyons and desert in North America and my
presence is required.
There are many of us – it could be 100 to 200 – not
that many of us really – we are all just standing and
we all have a clear view of a group of beings in the
center and they are talking about the Galaxies, the
star field energy system and what is coming to the
planet in terms of support , that support can be
through people on vessels and that can also be with
energy beams coming to Earth and touching Earth
people –

“ and we have brought you here to tell you this, to
illuminate the system that is around you in the midst
of change and over-turning many of the outdated
methods and ways to control people and to
manipulate people. So, you will call this a wake up
time in many different ways, many different
opportunities coming to those of you who are here
who are known as Starseeds to distribute more
information to other people and to your known
groups that you share information with.
This is nothing new. Many of you have been drawn
into gatherings such as this for a few moments of
immersion into the greater energetic system that
you are all receiving much more data in an
individual way because you will be aware that you
each are receiving an individual issuance to you in
the light ray touching upon you each. So you are
comfortable receiving this because you are familiar
with this.
At this time this individual has been shown this to
share with you.
Those moments when you feel
you are stepping out of your time measurement are
valuable because in that moment you are moving
into situations such as this to experience more
information being given to you and this was all that
was necessary to give to you at this time.
Changes are forthcoming. There are people in
prominent positions around the world who are
aware of this information and are receiving it in a
different form. Others will be presenting it in papers
or face to face discussions and arising from that
there will be changes in some of your worldwide
laws
and
passageways
and
information
dissemination.

So now I'm feeling I'm withdrawing - everybody is
receding out of this assembly area and I am aware
that it must be dark where we have been taken to
because I'm aware of seeing stars up in the night
sky and I'm aware that I'm taking something into
me, almost holding something and yet I know I am
not holding something tangible. It gets absorbed
into my energy field, and then I am back within the
energy vessel for - to me it only seems an instant and I'm back into my body, sitting in sunshine here
in Auckland recording this.
I am going to have to take my time to absorb this,
let my body take it all in and my realizations in my
consciousness field and you be needing time to do
that as well. It's a strong knowing as well of course
that we have that this is all vital information and we
will be able to implement change if we are some of
those changemakers, or perhaps we need to
witness it and just hold the awareness that there is
a higher level at work amongst us all.
It has been lovely to share this with you and to
experience it myself. Part of me is till in that group
assembly, so you could experience this as well.
I don’t see anyone specifically in the gathering
chamber. Everyone is just like a very strong light,
Golden light being, all humanoid form but just in our
light bodies. That is how it is.
As I said, I am bringing this all back into my
physicality unit, and that is what you are to do as
well. You might be aware of it working in your
greater expanded field of awareness around you,
and that will give to you what is necessary for you
to know, to receive, to do
Thank you Lani

